After the collapse of the Romanov dynasty in February 1917, Russia was subject to an eight-month experiment in democracy. Sarah Badcock studies its failure through an exploration of the experiences and motivations of ordinary men and women, urban and rural, military and civilian. Using previously neglected documents from regional archives, she offers a new history of the revolution as experienced in the two Volga provinces of Nizhegorod and Kazan. She exposes the confusions and contradictions between political elites and ordinary people and emphasises the role of the latter as political actors. By looking beyond Petersburg and Moscow, she shows how local concerns, conditions and interests were foremost in shaping how the revolution was received and understood. She also reveals the ways in which the small group of intellectuals who dominated the high political scene of 1917 had their political alternatives circumscribed by the desires and demands of ordinary people.
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Notes on the text

All dates before 31 January 1918 are given according to the Julian (old-style) calendar, which ran thirteen days behind the Gregorian (new-style) calendar in use in Western Europe. The Gregorian calendar was adopted in Russia on the day following 31 January 1918, which was declared to be 14 February, though many regional Soviet newspapers began to give new dates, with old dates in brackets, in their publications, after the Bolshevik seizure of power on 25 October 1917.

In transliterating Russian titles, quotations and names, I have used the Library of Congress system, except in the case of well-known persons, or names that are familiar in other spellings, such as Alexander Kerensky and Rimsky-Korsakov. Soft signs at the ends of words have been omitted.

I have tried to keep the use of Russian terms and abbreviations in the text to an absolute minimum. There are a number of terms, however, which translate clumsily, and have been given in Russian throughout.

Each province is divided into uyezdy and each uyezd subdivided into volosti.

desiatina: measurement of area, equivalent to 2.7 acres

narodnyi dom: People’s house

otrub (pl. otruba): peasant household farm with enclosed field strips

PSR: Socialist Revolutionary Party

pud: measurement of weight, equivalent to 36.113 pounds

samosud: mob law

skhod: village or communal gathering

soldatka (pl. soldatki): soldier’s wife

soslovie (noun), soslovnyi (adj.): social categories applied in tsarist period

SD: Social Democrat

SR: member of the Socialist Revolutionary Party

uyezd: district; subdivision of province

volost: rural district; subdivision of uyezd

zemstvo (pl. zemstva): local self-government organ

Archival materials are referred to by their collection fond (f.), section opis (op.), file delo (d.) and page number listok (l.). Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are my own.
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